
PARK SEAT
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Used in parks for the convenience of the people.

1. Purpose and technical characteristics:
Park seats are produced for public use in parks. The product consists of wooden pieces laid between two metal legs. The metal parts of
the product are made of GG25 gray cast iron, and the parts of the seat are flexible and can be in any material depending on the
customer's requirements.

2. Structure and working principles:
The wooden pieces of the seating part are fastened with metal legs and steel fillet that passes through the middle of the wooden pieces
with galvanized bolts. Park seats can be used anywhere.
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№ DETAIL MATERIAL
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Wooden pieces

EN-GJS-250
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3. Technical details and properties:
3.1 External views and dimensions of connections
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8. Storage information:
Parking seats must always be kept clean. In addition, the packages should only be removed during installation.

9. Transportation:
Transportation can be carried out by any type of vehicle that has a transportation permit. Unpacked transportation is not allowed.

10. Warranty:
The product is certified. The AZERTEXNOLAYN LLC guarantees consumers for 1 year from the date of commissioning (excluding
climate conditions, installation and user defects) in compliance with the rules of transport, storage, installation and operation. The total
service life of the park seat is 10 years, excluding moving parts. In case of violation of installation rules, claims on the quality of
the irrigation hydrant are not accepted.

4. Description of construction:
Metal foot materials are made of EN GJL 250 material. The wooden pieces can be selected from any materials. Bolts can be
galvanized or steel in accordance with EN 10088. Coating consists of bitumen-based matte paint.

5. Safety instructions:
It is important to pay attention to the rules of lifting the load, taking into account the weight of the seat. In addition, the use of seats
with broken or cracked wooden pieces or legs is prohibited.

7. Installation instructions:
The seats are fixed to the ground by means of anchors or can be used freely, without anchoring. The weight of the seat is sufficient to
protect the product against overturning in windy weather or theft.

6. Maintenance requirements:
It is important to replace broken or cracked seats with new ones. It is enough to inform the manufacturer about the parts.
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